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Do we know whether mnce you $ee uhmpened sporangia how long it ie

before epovee ave relee'ed? what doee it depend on? IQ it only

weather cmndi ‘onm 0V 1% there in fact a time limit? IS it the

eame for all terhe?

 

  

l far one would like more information" YOU can wee I am muddled

at to what to re wrd end what termihmlogy t0 ueeu Help! I'm

prabably being etupidu but I feel like people who fiend you the

-"3aratore from E nh l cmnem few the yzed.”

 

     

Hetty embeequently rmieed this problem at our meetihg ht Stony

Range" Peter explained that putting a piece of the Tertxle frond

in an envelope t0 eee whether it fihfid Spore“ am auggeated by

Betty, wafi not an accure'e indicmtmr of the date when the onre

wae wipe. Taking a piece of the trend created an awtificmal ccmw

ditiun which would Gauge the piece of fern te dry and shed fipohe

earlier than normal" P ter pointed out that generally calour 1e

a goed meanm 0f determining mpuwe metuvity. Usually the sporee

change from green and whitish immature Stagee“ then dark brown or

black when rip:" then light brown when fully dimaharged. _Thie

doeen’t apply te fv"ne in the Ofimundaceae Family, such a% Igg,fl

which relc 5e fipore when coloured green.

  

   
  

The extract below was taken from ”anyclopaedia of Fernfi” by
David L. Jonee, publiehed by Lothian"

“Nahy people experience difficulty in judging when the eponangim

are ripe and the frendfi awe Sultable for cutting for apore colw

lwction" Collection at viable epovea 19 one of the major requiw
shtem for encaseeful fern prmpmgatimn. Experience 1% the best

guide but a few notee may avmid meme pitfalleu

 

SQVi which er? immature te matur“ have a granular appearance like

graihfi of mugmvn whereae then" which have shed mogt of theur

eporee have a fluffy appearance" Immature eori are usually pale
green or brown and the eporangia are emall and tightly clumterem.

Nature $0Vi are much darker" are often Shiny and the $p0rangia

are ewmllen and beginning to fipread apart from each other.

 

A clmee examlnmt‘

whether the Spmre

 

3n ef the mpmrehgia under a hand lena will tell

are DWlnq ehed or it the mpmrangia are imma"

Lure 0r overmetur. Sp ”t er cracked epmvangia will have dig“
pewead thelv epmrc _ whereae fat“ whole fiporangia are mature and

ready to ehedn The ideal mtage for collection 15 when jUSt a few
of the epuwangim have eplit to releage their sporeg."
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an munue of $howing le better than a ten of reading!
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SHUULD WE CUNSERVE BRACKEN?
bu CALDER CHAFFEY.

In this anicle I shall be dealing with the true or Common Bracken, Genus Ptcridium,
Family Denmtacdtiaceac and speciflcufly-Species csculentum which occurs in this area of
the Far North Coast of N.S.W.

There is much sugument about this genus. some treating it as one with a single species with
numerous sub-spccies. Others regard it its having 6 or 7 separate species. The genus is wide
spread around the world occurring in all countries except Antarctica. Here I follow the general
trend of considering the Australian tam to have 3 separate species with the one 1 am discussing
— Ptericlium csculeutum occuning in all states.

The rhizome is long— creeping, covered with simple hairs and much branched. Fronds are
erect and up to 2.5 m . in height but occasionally can be found to 3+ 111. in a crowded and shady
situation. The stipc is stiff and erect with u dorsal groove and about equal in length to the lamina.
The lamina is 3 nr4- pinnate, usually triangular with sickle- shaped ultimate segments. leathery.
glossy above and dull beneath due to appressed fine hairs. P’umae margins are entire, recurved and
the base decurrent with a small lobe proximally at each stalkjunction. Sori are linear. submarginal
with the refluxed laminal maig'm forming afalseindusium.

In this area Ihave found ripe spores in March to May east ofthe Grew; Dividing Range and in
April to June in the New England Area north to the Queensland border. It is not very common to
find spores on this fern. It seems to prefer to sPread by way of its creeping rhizome. A single
plant will spread outwards in a widaning circle like a fairy ring of mushrooms. Over a period of
time this sgread will cncompas many acres and though the central part may be dead the one plant
may have een spreading for hundreds of yam. Some people have said this bmclten is one ol'the
longest living entities. Even so itis particularly difficult to transplant and cultivate. The spores are
also difficult to germinate. It has been found that there is an occasional genetic change when is
spreads by rhizomes giving the same effect as a spread by spores.

Pteridium esculentum thrives in well drained and sandy soil but grows Well in almost any
drained situation and soil. Because of this the early settlers used it as an indicator ofgood growing
land forcrop cultivation.

It is a pioneer plant and is one ofthe first to appear ttfter clearing or bush fires. This makes
it a problem for farmers who want to grow crops or grass for animal culture. To the
conservationist it is a valuable asset. As afirst arrival on cleared or devastated land it prevents the
germination ofweeds but allows bushes and trees to grow up through it. Later as a canopy forms
ittends to die out.

Bracken is of use for dyeing cloth. The young shoots give greenish and yellow dye. A
panicularly good yellow/green dye is produced il alum is used as a mordant. The use of other
mordants give other colours such as tan with chrome, grey with iron and yellow/tzm with tin.

Those of us who grow ferns and orchids know it is particularly good to make potting mix
and mulch due to its long life as such. The other advantage for mulch is its ready availability and
quickregeneratingpropetties.

The brackens contain several poisons and probably more will be found. A cyanogenic
glycoside effects blood oxygenation and can be particularly dangerous. Also thiaminase an
enzyme which destroys thiamine leads to a severe vitamin Bl deficiency. Other identified
substances are a bone marrow toxin. a brightness factor and shikimic acid. This is another reason
why the fern is not liked by farmers. Older cattle will not eat it except in times of drought and
short feed. However some calves will eat the young shoots in large quantities. While It is not
immediately effective it can act as acum ulative poison.

Two puns of Lhe plant can be used as a food. The rhizomes are a source of starch and
the fiddle sticks can be used as agreen. Fortunatly the toxins are heat labile and can be destroyed
by heating to 115 C. So if the parts of the plant to be eaten are baked they are safe. It must be
noted however that boiling is not satisfactory as the critical temperature will not be reached to
destroy the toxins.

So farmers will not agree with me due to smothering
their grass. poisoning their stock and hmhouring rabbits and other vermin. But the rest of us could
give some thought to preserving what can be a valuable asset. it is a natural inhabitant of our land
and in the "bush" situation does a lot of good work. I conserve mine with good results.
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BRACKEN'

Luke Davall

There was a patch of bracken on the hillside next to the garden which we felt was
spoiling the grazing value of that pasture so it was mowed every six weeks till
Christmas, by which time it was getting a bit tired of trying. Research into methods
of getting rid of bracken then led to a change of tactics. Farmers, we were told.
usually rip it with a plough. Our hillside was too small and too steep for this.
however if the bracken rhizomes are broken it seems they get infected by a fungus
and die, therefore pulling up the fronds instead of cutting them off not only
deprives the plant of its chlorophyll--made food supply but also allows infection to
penetrate the rhizomes and kill them.

Regular weekly efforts went to pulling up young fronds. and a good heap of
them built up. But if a weed is removed something must grow in its place or it is
bound to return. To encourage the pasture the hillside had a dressing of lime
(especially along the boundary fence to discourage invasion from the neigh-
bouring bracken patch). and fertiliser as well as someiudioious grazing by sheep.
Later the whole paddock was dressed with seaweed meal.

This spring and summer there has been some regrowth but only at long intervals
has it been necessary to pull up a few fronds.

Bracken is not all bad news. On a further hillside it was decided not to press on
with eradicating it before getting a cover of bushes established to control the 'slow
but continuing gully erosion. The rhizomes of bracken undoubtedly play a part”In
holding the land together.

Crushed dried bracken fronds madea useful mulch on some newly planted lawn
grass when a heatwave came and threatened to dry up the young grass plants.
Also bracken fronds are used regularly in the garden to provide shade for all newly
planted young plants, and sometimes for plants that turn out to have a greater need
for shade than originally expected.

Many native plants grow in scrub where they enjoy the dappled shade cast by
gum trees or mallee and aloose but deep mulch of twigs. plant stems and fallen
gum leaves. Two or three dried bracken fronds tied round the base of such plants
give the sort of protection their roots require.
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The Cultivation of Ferns by Spore —'Report of Talk by Chris Goudey
(Reprinted from Victorian Fern Society's Newsletter)
 

 

Chris cowmenced by explaining the many important aspects of
collecting spore. Be sure the spore is ripe and has not already
been shed; a hand lens will ensure this. Most spore is black or
brown but some are yellow and a few are green when ripe. The
species with green spore such as the Filmy Ferns, Osmunda, Todea
and Leptopteris must be sown within 2 months as their viability is

short lived. The indusium of Adiantums and Notholaena will often
close again after shedding their spore; only experience will help
with this.

By collecting spore Continually Chris ensures a high percentage of
success. He always takes a supply of envelopes with him on trips
and folds the corners to prevent leakage. A sheet of clean paper
folded into a leakprooi package will also suffice. Be sure to
write the name of the fern on your package immediately.

The container for sowing your spore must allow maximum light to
enter, retain humidity and be thoroughly cleaned. A scrub with
hot soapy water and then a dip in bleach or formalin is best.
Many different mediums have proven successful; some excellent ones
are chopped Sphagnum moss, peat moss, tree fern libre (dicksonia
only), grey sand and african violet mix produced by ldaho Nursery.

Sterilizing can.be done in a microwave oven, 160° for 30 minutes
will suffice. Another method is to pour boiling water over the
medium through a collander. Chris stressed that is is far better
to oversterilize your medium than to expect the sporelings to
compete with algae and fungus. Any spare medium can be stored in
a clean polythene bag.in a low light area.

Once you are ready for sowing, select a hygenic place, Chris likes
the kitchen table,far from any potting sheds or glasshouses where
contamination may occur, keeping your containers covered except
while actually sewing. A 70 micron sieve can be used to
separate the spore from the husks but a simple method is to place
your spore on a sheet of blotting paper, hold it on a slight angle
and tap it_gentiy. The husks will slide off leaving the pure
spore. To sow a small plastic container 12 cm. in diameter, Chris
uses enough spore to cover a matchhead with an end result of usually
300 to 000 ferns. lonmdiately after sowing a spray with
previcure will give added protection against fungus. By sowing
every six weeks you will always have some sporelings coming on and
even with a few failures you will be gaining experience.

Chris had on display several containers of sporelings which were in
excellent condition. They were placed in a large polystyrene box
with a hinged perspex lid. As the small plugs of prothalli were
pricked off with a blunt knife into tubes, they were placed back
into the box until they became re-established, then gradually the
lid would be lifted back for Short periods to hardbn them off.

It 15 most important to choose a cool day [or pricking oil,
water in with maxicrop and keep under maximum humidity. Never
prick off late autumn or winter as those done in spring will
quickly catch up to earlier plantings. it takes about two
years from sowing to establish a 12 cm potted fern.

Chris concluded by saying ”keep on sowing and you will keep on
learning”.
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OF THE RAIN FOREST
CALDER CHAFFEi

CHRISTELLA- BINUNG
Family ~ THELYPTEREDACEAE.

Two terns which are Inotgenous to this area and are widespread In our local rain

forests are the Binuno. They are both beautitul terns with gracetul torm.

a. Christella dentata.

The rhizome lS shortacreepino with a dense covering of brown

scales. The trends spread on a tussock which develops Into a short

trunk In tropical areas. Fronds are dark green. blpInnatItid and

grow up to 100 cm in height. The colour darkens as the fronds
mature. Pinnae are thin with an auriculate base. lobed anu

sparsely hairy with some thick orange glandular hairs. The upper
five pairs of plnnae are gradually lengthened while the lower ones
are gradually reduced. One pair of basal veins unite with the

excurrent vein. The sori are on either side of the mld-vein of the
lobes and are covered by reniform indusia. Spores are black and

bean shaped and easy to grow.

This fern is found on the margins of the rain forest and

adiacent eucalypt forests usually growing along uatef courses or

near by. it Is easily grown. hardy and suttabie tor pots.
rockeries. In the ground or amongst trees. it will tolerate a good

deal oi sun and frost. it is Gory fast growIng. Distribution is
along the whole east coast. 5. Australia and New Zealand.

It was previously classified in the genus Cyclosorus and known
as C nymphales and C dentatus.

b. Christella parasltlca.
The rhizome Is short-creeping with brown scales. Fronds form a

tussock and grow up to 50 cm in heIght. They are pale green and

bipinnatiiid. Plnnae are thin and textured. deeply lobed and
tapered throughout to end In a tail. The lower ones are not

reduced as In C dentata. Sort are covered with a renitorm indusia

and covered with pointed hairs.

This tern Is usually found in similar situations to C dentata.
it is also easily grown and the remarks already made about growing

C dentata apply here except that it is frost sensitive.

Distributlon is in Queensland‘and N,S.W.

Both ferns can be seen in many places in the 'Big Scrub'

usually where there is plenty of light and near creeks. They are

also plentiful in many rain forest remnants around Llsmore

District.

There is a lot of variation In the two ferns and it is thought

that this is due to hybridisatIon between the two species.

GwEMRY
AUElCULATE- ear-llke appendages
EXCURREHT- a vein proiecting beyond the margin
lNDUSlUM: membrane covering the aorus
PINNA- primary segment of a divided leaf
PlNlMTlFID- once diVIded with the divisions extending to the rhachis
RHHIORH- kidney shaped
RHACHIS- the main aXIS or mid rib at the frond
SORU5~ a cluster of sporanqia or spore bearing cases   (Article originally published in SGAP-Far North Coast: Newsletter)
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